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Lower  Risk

Imprecise Misclassification Cost

In many real applications, different mistakes often have 
different costs. Learning methods should minimize the 
total cost instead of simply minimizing the error rate

Cancer Patient Healthy Person

Existing cost-sensitive 
learning methods 
assume that precise 
cost values are given

Higher Risk

It is often difficult to get precise cost values

…  What can we do ? 

e.g. = 1

e.g. = 10
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Although the user knows that one type of mistake is 
more severe than another type, it is often difficult to 
provide precise cost values

However, obtaining a cost interval is feasible in 
most cases

cost

Possible cost values

Cost Interval

Lower 
Bound

Upper 
Bound

Cost Interval
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Lower  Risk

Cancer Patient Healthy Person

Higher Risk

But, I think missing a patient 
is about 5 to 10 times more 
serious than troubling a 
healthy person

I am not able to tell you 
the exact cost values Lower risk: 1

Higher risk: [5, 10]

Cost Interval (cont.)
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• Natural upper and lower bounds

Stock price
$3
Buying Price

$5
Stop Loss

$8
Stop Profit

Hold

Gain at least $2

Gain at most $5

• Transforming from confidence intervals

• Expert opinions

Breast Cancer Report: the risk for breast cancer is greater for women with ADH of 
(IRR=5.0; 95% CI=2.26-11.0)

Incidence rate ratio is about                              confidence interval

Possible ways to obtain cost intervals:

• . . .

Cost Interval (cont.)
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Impreciseness
of cost

Precise cost 
values are 

always known

Previous CSL
[Ting&Zheng, 

ECML’98]

Precise cost 
values are 
known at

test phrase

ROC

Nothing is 
known on cost

Cost Intervals

Precise cost 
values are never 

known

From the view of Cost Sensitive Learning:

Related Work

if used directly to deal with costs, it assume that: 
Costs vary in , and nothing is known about 
costs (including which class has higher cost ! ) 
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c- = 1, c+ = c ∈ [Cmin , Cmax]
true cost C* : the true value of c

Basic Idea

Ideally, if C* is known however, C* is unknown

Surrogate Cost CS

The risk should be small enough for every possible cost value c
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c- = 1, c+ = c ∈ [Cmin , Cmax]
true cost C* : the true value of c

Basic Idea

however, C* is unknown

Surrogate Cost CS

The risk should be small enough for every possible cost value c

However, infinite 
number of constraints ! 
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Relaxation

c

risk

If cost distribution is known: c~v

Try to solve a relaxation with a small number of 
informative constraints

the worst case risk
the mean risk

• The optimal solution of minimizing the worst case risk can 
make all the constraints in the original formulation hold

• Minimizing the mean risk will reduce the overall distortion 
from the true risk

Minimize the worst case risk as well as the mean risk
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Loss Function:

Loss of “+” Loss of “-”

• Step 1. Minimize the worst case risk: train SVM

CISVM: Cost-Interval Sensitive SVM

The CISVM Method

To guarantee that all constrains in the original formulation will 
hold, minimizing the worst case risk is put as the first target
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CSSVM: Cost-Sensitive SVM [Brefeld et al, ECML’03] 
which was designed for precise cost values

Loss of “+” Loss of “-”

Loss Function:

Intuitively, given a cost interval, maybe we can apply CSSVM 
by assuming the true cost as:

 The upper bound of the interval -> CSMax

 The lower bound of the interval  -> CSMin

 The mean of the interval           -> CSMean

CSSVM
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CISVM：

CSMax：

CSMin：

CSMean：

Some Theoretical Results

The optimal solutions of minimizing the worst 
case risk and the mean risk are different

CSMax minimizes the worst case risk

CSMin minimizes the best case risk

CSMean minimizes the mean risk. The 
optimal solution of CSMean is different 

from that of CSMax and CSMin
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yf

Negative 
example

Positive 
example

1

-1 1
yf

Negative 
example

Positive 
example

1

-1 1
yf

Negative 
example

Positive 
example

1

-1 1

yf

Negative 
example

Positive 
example

1

-1 1

Loss Functions
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Robust

The smaller the 
maximal distortion 
from the true risk, 
the better

CSMax:   distort = 4d, robust = 0.25
CSMean: distort = 2d,  robust = 0.5
CSMin:   distort = 4d, robust = 0.25
CISVM:   distort = d,  robust = 1
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If we know more information, we can do better
e.g., if we know the cost distribution:
• Cost c  drawn i.i.d.  from distribution v(c)
• Goal: To minimize

Utilizing Cost Distribution

Repeat, and ensemble

an example-dependent 
cost-sensitive learner

By Theorem 3, we get

Thus, 

C is independent on X

The CODIS (COst DIStribution) method:  
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Settings

Compared methods:
CISVM, CSMin, CSMean, CSMax, SVM (cost-blind)

All with RBF kernel

Data:
15 UCI data sets; switching +/-; 25 cost intervals
Overall 750 tasks
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Evaluation

30 times hold-out tests, 2/3 training, 1/3 testing

Quadrisection points of the cost interval are 
considered in turn as the true cost

P1        P2        P3         P4        P5
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the lower, the betterResults
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25 cost intervals

CISVM

Always predict 
high-cost class

Cost-blind SVM
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Results (cont.)

Row vs. column

w/t/l counts: 
after t-tests 
(95% SI)

Bold: sign-tests 
(95% SI)

All cost-sensitive 
methods are 
significantly better 
than cost-blind

CISVM is significantly better than the other methods, 
except that it is comparable with CSMin when the true 
cost is P1, and CSMax when the true cost is P4 and P5
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Using the “true cost” does not always lead to the best performance

Results (cont.)

Counts of SBPs (Significantly Best Performances), t-tests 95% SI

M1: cost-blind SVM

M2: CSMin
M3: CSMean

M4: CSMax

M5: CISVM

CISVM is the best, no matter which one 
among P1 to P5 is taken as the true cost

CISVM is overall 
the best
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By utilizing information on cost distributions, the performance of 
CODIS is much better

Results (cont.)
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Main contribution:
 The first study on learning with cost intervals

 The CISVM method

http://lamda.nju.edu.cn/code_CISVM.ashx

Future work:
 To improve the surrogate risk

 . . .

Thanks!

Conclusion

http://lamda.nju.edu.cn/code_CISVM.ashx�
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